We have used the coherent potential approximation to calculate the electronic densities of states for a model of hydrogenated amorphous silicon. The results demonstrate the restoration and widening of the band gap with increasing hydrogen content. In the valence band, excellent agreement with photoemission experiments is obtained. In the conduction band Si-H antibonding states are predicted that can be inferred from photoconductivity measurements.
II. THE PRESENT MODEL
Our model describes hydrogenated Si by constructing an effective lattice whose sites may have probability c of being vacant and probability 1-c of having a Si atom. In addition, we have assumed that hydrogen atoms may be located along the lines connecting a vacant site with its nearest neighbors, as shown in Fig. 1 Such an accuracy is necessary in order to study dangling-bond states. As we have discussed in the Introduction, we have neglected the TD except for the following point: Because the dihedral angle (i.e. , the angle which determines the orientation of the three bonds which are attached to one end of a given bond with respect to the other three bonds which are attached to the other end of this given bond) varies in a disordered structure in a range which starts from the eclipsed configuration all the way to the staggered configuration, the ppm interaction fluctuates. As we have mentioned before, the ppw interaction is very important because it controls the position of the top of the valence band. In the periodic case, the ppm in- Fig. 1(b) , we have also considered cases where one or more of the hydrogens shown are missing, we had to generalize the TB-CPA to handle these additional configurations. The CPA condition of zero scattering on the average leads, .in our case to the following equation: Fig. 1(a) is denoted by 1 -c; the probability of the configuration of Fig. 1 Fig. 2 by applying a Lorentzian broadening. This is plotted in Fig. 5 which shows that the 5.2 and 7.6 eV peaks are predicted in almost exactly the same position found in the measurements.
The 13.5 eV peak is not seen experimentally for reasons we do not understand.
The widening of the band gap'has been demonstrated experimentally by a variety of experimental techniques.
To compare with these experiments, we have performed a calculation of the joint DOS N (E). We present in Fig. 7 a decomposition of the Si-site DOS of SiH in its s and p components. The s-like and p-like DOS are proportional to the K and L spectra, respectively.
We now turn to a discussion of hydrogeninduced antibonding states at the bottom of the conduction band. Let us first examine the case of a single configuration of the kind shown in Fig.   1 Fig. 1(a) Fig. 1(b Fig. 1(b) is equivalent to changing the six matrix elements A complication associated with the configuration of Fig. 1(b) is that y4(i~a nd y4(ii are not necessarily equal as in the configuration of Fig. 1(a) . Howev- To estimate y2 we need to obtain the oA '-diagonal matrix element between the orthogonalized hydrogenic wave functions associated with the configuration shown in Fig. 1(b) . Mattheiss has examined this problem in detail for a system of six hydrogens placed in the corners of a canonical hexagon. We think that the nearest-neighbor matrix elements do not depend so sensitively on the geometry and consequently Mattheiss's 
To obtain y3 we shall write it by employing Eq.
(A3} as follows:
ys= -,(&s iH i 1') -3&x iH i 1')) . 
